
    

Every effort has been made to make sure these dance sheets are accurate.  Please let us know if there are any errors or omissions email:  jbwesterndance@aol.com. 

 

Cheyenne Stroll 

 

 

Choreographed by Julie and Brian, JB Western Dance 

  Web: http://www.jbwesterndance.co.uk/ 

  E-mail: jbwesterndance@aol.com 

Description 64 count partner dance 

  Start offset across LOD, Man facing OLOD, Lady ILOD, right shoulder to right shoulder holding right hands 

  Opposite footwork unless otherwise stated, both start with weight on left foot 

Music  Follow Your Arrow - Kacey Musgraves (16 count intro) 

Training track Until You Set Me Free - James House (16 count intro)  

   

 

1-8 WALK WALK, SIDE SHUFFLE - STEP BACK, STEP BACK, SIDE SHUFFLE 

1-2 Walk forward RT, LT (passing right shoulders release hands) 

3&4 Side shuffle RLR (passing back to back) 

5-6 Walk back LT, RT (passing left shoulder) 

7&8 Side shuffle LRL (end facing each other) 

 (On count 8 mans left hand picks up ladies right) 

 

9-16 MAN:  ROCK BACK, RECOVER, ¼ TURN SHUFFLE – STEP, ½ PIVOT, SHUFFLE 

LADY: COASTER STEP, ¼ TURN SHUFFLE – STEP, ½ PIVOT, SHUFFLE  

9-10 (Man) - Rock back on RT, forward on LT 

9&10 (Lady) - Step back on RT, together with LT, step forward on RT (coaster Step) 

11&12 (Man) - ¼ turn shuffle towards RLOD, RLR 

 (Lady) - ¼ turn shuffle towards RLOD, LRL 

13-14 (Man) - Step forward on LT, ½ pivot turn RT 

 (Lady) - Step forward on RT, ½ pivot turn LT 

15&16 (Man) - Shuffle forward LRL (LOD) 

 (Lady) - Shuffle forward RLR (LOD) 

 (On count 13 release hands, join inside hands for counts 15&16) 

 

17-24 ROLLING TURN, CROSS SHUFFLE - 4 STEP WEAVE 
17-18 (Man) - Step ¼ left on RT, Step ½ left on LT 

 (Lady) - Step ¼ right on LT, Step ½ right on RT 

19&20 (Man) - Cross shuffle right over left, RT, LT, RT  

 (Lady) - Cross shuffle left over right, LT, RT, LT 

21-24 (Man) - Step side LT, step RT behind, step side LT, step RT in front 

 (Lady) - Step side RT, step LT behind, step side RT, step LT in front 

(On count 19 & 20 face to face double hand hold) 

 

25-32 SIDE ROCK, RECOVER - 4 STEP WEAVE - ROCK, RECOVER 

25-26 (Man) - Side rock on LT, recover on RT 

 (Lady) - Side rock on RT, recover on LT 

27-30 (Man) - Step LT over RT, step RT to the side, Step LT behind RT, step RT to the side 

 (Lady) - Step RT behind LT, step LT to the side, Step RT over LT, step LT to the side 

31-32 (Man) - Rock LT over RT 

 (Lady) - Rock back on RT, recover on LT 

 (On count 27-30 - Style note: man cross in front, side behind, lady cross behind, side in front) 

 

33-40 MAN: ¼ TURN LEFT LOD – ½ TURN ROUND LADY TO RLOD 

LADY: ¾ TURN RIGHT – FULL TURN IN PLACE  

33-36 (Man) - Step ¼ turn left on LT, RT, LT, touch RT (LOD) 

 (Lady) - Step ¾ turn right on RT, LT, RT, touch LT (RLOD)  

37-40 (Man)  - Step ½ turn walking around the back of the lady on RT, LT, RT, Touch LT (facing RLOD in sweetheart)   

 (Lady) -  Full turn right in place on LT, RT, LT, touch RT (RLOD) 

(On counts 35 & 36 change hands right palm to right palm, pick up ladies left hand under) 

(Change sides end lady on mans right facing RLOD in sweetheart) 

 

 

 

 

            continued….. 
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41-48 BOTH: ½ TURN IN PLACE – DIAGONAL WALK TO SWEETHEART 

41-44 (Man) - ½ turn right in place on LT, RT, LT, touch (maintain hand hold - to reverse VW facing LOD Lady on mans left) 

 (Lady) - ½ turn right in place on RT, LT, RT touch LT (now in Reverse VW facing LOD) 

45-48 (Man) -  Walk diagonally left (behind lady) on RT, LT, RT, touch LT (changing sides) 

 (Lady) - Walk diagonally right (in front of man) on LT, RT, LT, touch RT (changing sides) 

 (On count 41-44, left arm comes over ladies head to end in reverse VW facing LOD) 

 (On count 47-48, raise arm, lady walks under raised left arms to end in sweetheart on mans right) 

                      

49-56 WALK WALK SHUFFLE - WALK WALK SHUFFLE 

49-50 (Man) - Walk LT, RT 

 (Lady) - Walk RT, LT 

51&52 (Man) - Left shuffle forward, LRL 

 (Lady) - Right shuffle forward, RLR 

53-54 (Man) - Walk RT, LT 

 (Lady) - Walk LT, RT 

55&56 (Man) - Right shuffle forward, RLR 

 (Lady) - Left shuffle forward, LRL 

 

57-64 MAN:  ¼ TURN RIGHT - ROCKING CHAIR 

LADY: ¾ TURN RIGHT - ROCK STEP, COASTER STEP 

57-60 (Man) - ¼ Turn right on LT, RT, LT, touch RT next to LT 

 (Lady) - ¾ Turn right on RT, LT, RT, touch LT  

61-64 (Man) - Rock back on RT, recover to LT – rock forward in RT, recover to LT 

61-62 (Lady) - Rock forward LT, recover RT 

63&64 (Lady) - Step back on LT, together with RT, step forward on LT (coaster step) 

 (On count 57-60, maintain hand hold, bringing left-hand over ladies head) 

(On count 64, release left hands pick up right hand to right hand) 

 

(End right shoulder to right shoulder) 

 

Start Again 


